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Key Terms
Oligarchy- a type of gov’t in which political power is held by a small group of ppl

Phalanx- a formation of foot soldiers who moved together

Tyranny- a gov’t run by a strong leader

Democracy- gov’t run by the people

Citizenship- membership of a community 

Direct democracy- political system where citizens participate directly in decision 
making

Representative democracy- political system where citizens 
elect others to represent them in the gov’t



Before Democracy
● Isagoras and the Spartans wanted to stop democracy in Athens

○ They wanted to keep the oligarchy system, headed by a council of 
aristocrats

○ One famous aristocratic leader was Draco- he made cruel laws
● The phalanx formation in the military encouraged equality 

○ Everyone worked together & protected each other
○ More ppl could afford to buy the weapons and armor (no horses required!)
○ This gave more citizens political power- aristocrats had to listen to them

● In some city-states, a strong leader ruled as a tyrant



Power of the People
● Some city-states did not like to be ruled by a tyrant
● 594 BC- Athens’ aristocrats chose Solon to lead

○ Solon reformed the courts: banned the sale of poor ppl as slaves when 
they couldn’t pay their debts

○ Also gave some non-aristocratic men the right to vote 
● 508 BC- Cleisthenes gave even more men the right to vote on more issues
● 461 BC- Athens created a citizen jury

○ Jury- group of people who hear evidence and decide a court case
● 450s BC- Age of Pericles , golden age of democracy

○ Pericles paid ppl for civic duties (ex: jury duty)
○ Education was important to build good citizens 



Athenian Dem. at Work
● Components of Athenian govt:

○ Assembly: ALL adult male citizens were allowed to attend
■ Met 40 times a year, everyone could speak

○ Boule: 500 citizens, chosen at random
■ Decided which issues to bring to the assembly

○ Courts: juries of citizens decided court cases
■ Archons- nine judges chosen annually at random

● This was not rule by ALL the ppl: women, foreigners, and slaves were not citizens
● Direct democracy worked in Athens b/c of the active citizen involvement & it was 

a small community
● Representative democracy works for larger civilizations


